
Holy One, through these words humbly offered, may our ears be opened to hear you 
and our hearts be softened to live your love.  Amen 
 
 
What do you see when you look at this image I have chosen for today?  (unmute) 
(A chain link fence.) 
 
 
What are some of the reasons that we erect fences? or walls for that matter? … 
 
 
Do you imagine yourself on the inside looking out, or on the outside looking in? … 
 
 
Throughout the gospels, Jesus is constantly engaged with insiders and outsiders.  
Those living productive lives, considered upright citizens; and the gentiles, and sinners, 
or at least seen to be that by society, because their work requires them to be “unclean” 
by temple traditions; or they are sick, perhaps living with mental, emotional or physical 
diversities. 
 
 
In fact, this is pretty much Jesus’ whole ministry, no matter which gospel you read. He is 
always reaching out to the “outsiders” and bringing them into the fold of God’s love and 
care. 
 
 
So doesn’t it make you wonder why he is always speaking in parables? Never providing 
clear answers to otherwise basic questions? How is ANYBODY supposed to find 
comfort in that? 
 
 
Today, from the Gospel of Mark, we hear a cacophony of parables, attempting to 
explain what the Kindom of God is like.  A farmer who is apparently very careless about 
where he casts the seeds; an indecisive lamp owner that can’t decide whether to place 
the lamp on a table or under the bed; seeds that grow seemingly like magic; minuscule 
mustard seeds that grow into massive bushes for the birds to build their nests.   
 
 



What is anyone to make of these?  Apparently we don’t need to worry about that 
because unlike the other gospels, the writer of Mark tells us that Jesus promises to 
explain each of these stories to his disciples, and thus the reader, once they are alone. 
 
 
 
I’m not sure I really like that idea…explaining the parables.  I think it defeats the 
purpose of them.  A parable is meant to make you think.  It allows the lesson within it to 
be interpreted for whatever time and place it is being heard or read in.  So why does 
Mark feel the need to explain it all, assuming that nobody else could possibly 
understand? 
 
 
 
Over this past week I spent some time wrestling with this question, and I’m wondering if 
it has something to do with this whole insider/outsider theme.   
 
 
 
I wonder, if the whole tradition of Jesus’ parables is meant to tear down fences and put 
everyone on a more level playing field.   
 
 
 
Think about it. Those on the inside are usually the ones in the know, the ones who have 
the answers and the authority.  How do they feel about Jesus’ parables that leave them 
scratching their heads, frustrated by the circuitous, albeit creative story telling of this 
teacher.  How does it feel for them to suddenly see themselves as outsiders, unable to 
agree, disagree or even understand what Jesus is saying. 
 
 
 
It makes me wonder if parables are Jesus’ way of letting the social insiders walk for a 
while in the shoes of those they consider “other”, giving them a taste of what it feels like 
to live with uncertainty; to not have the clarity of purpose and meaning that they are 
used to.   
 
 
 



And I wonder if, by sharing the meanings of the parables with his disciples, as he 
apparently does in Mark’s gospel, Jesus is taking it a step further, placing those seen as 
“other” in the know, further shifting the balance of power, at least when it comes to 
understanding Jesus’ teachings and the new way God’s presence is being known in the 
world – through love without boundaries, peace, justice, and unity of purpose.   
 
 
 
President Joe Biden named it in his inaugural speech on Wednesday when he spoke of 
“uniting to fight the foes we face, anger, resentment and hatred, extremism, 
lawlessnesss, violence, disease, joblessness, and hopelessness. With unity we can do 
great things, important things. We can right wrongs.”i 
 
 
 
It is clear in Jesus’ teachings, that to have unity, we have to eliminate the concept of 
“other”.  We have to see people and all of creation as incarnating the presence of the 
Holy and then treat each other as such.  We have to take down fences and stand on a 
level playing field. 
 
 
Who are the “others” in our lives; in today’s society?  (unmute to respond) 
 
 
Who is on the other side of your fence? 
 
 
What wisdom and understandings do we pride ourselves in that the “other” may not 
have access to? 
 
 
What wisdom and understandings does the “other” have, that we do not have access 
to? 
 
 
How might our lives shift if we were all on a more level playing field? If we could live 
with a unity of purpose, loving without boundaries, living in peace, and with justice? 
 
 



On Friday night LeAnn and I watched a movie entitled “The Best of Enemies”. It was set 
in 1970’s North Carolina and focused on a true story of the challenging relationships 
between the caucasian and African-American communities there.  In it, the two lead 
characters, a strong black woman and the president of the local chapter of the KKK sit 
on a committee to attempt to bring about a solution for the school system, which may 
require moving to integration.   
 
 
It’s a powerful story about what happens when we see the “other” as worthy of our love 
and compassion.  I don’t want to tell you how it ends, but I encourage you, if you have 
Telus On Demand, to take a couple of hours and watch it.  It speaks directly to Jesus’ 
teachings and to what President Biden reflects on when he states: 
 
 
“unity is the path forward… the answer is not to turn inward, to retreat into competing 
factions, distrusting those who don’t look like you do, or worship the way you do, or 
don’t get their news from the same sources you do. 
 
 
[Unity comes] if we open our souls instead of hardening our hearts. 
If we show a little tolerance and humility. 
If we’re willing to stand in the other person’s shoes just for a moment. 
Because here is the thing about life: There is no accounting for what fate will deal you. 
There are some days when we need a hand. 
There are other days when we’re called on to lend one. 
That is how we must be with one another.”ii 
 
 
Indeed, as children of God, that is how we are called to be with one another.  Together 
may we seek to take down the fences and walls that divide us. May we honour, accept 
and care for that which we have been seeing as “other”; may we create a level playing 
field and may we work together to bring about the kindom of God. Amen 
 
 
 
 

 
i Biden, Joseph R. Jr. https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/01/20/inaugural-
address-by-president-joseph-r-biden-jr/ January 23, 2021 
ii ibid 


